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Introduction: Both the Department of Defense and NASA have 
clearlf de-fined missions for the Saturn which cannot be per-
formed by a lesser vehicle. In addition, many missions which 
can be marginally performed by less capable vehicles in the 
early years, will benefit greatly by use of the Saturn. Lastly, 
there are, no doubt, missions for the Saturn which cannot be 
clearly fore$eerl at this time but which will come to light 
in the normal course of events. 
Although the Saturn need Is well established, the selec-
tion of the upper stage configurations remains to be made. 
Among the many factors to be considered in such a selection, 
the mission requirements are among the most important and 
caution must be exercised in compromising the potential of the 
Saturn to meet these requirements for such expedients as some-
what faster and less expensive vehicle development schedules. 
It is thus the purpose of this chapter to review for the 
reader the many Saturn applications of forseeable interest to 
the Department of Defense and NASA. Having done this, the 
relative priorities of the missions will be discussed and the 
relatively high priority missions will be incorporated into a 
suggested launch schedule. Other NASA projects leading into 
and supporting the Saturn projects will be indicated. A fund-
ing plan based on the Saturn launch schedule will then be 
developed for the spacecraft and payloads involved. 
The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the con-
straints placed upon the Saturn configuration by the missions 
and payloads. 
NASA Missions
-
and
-
 Payloads for Saturn: 
The possible NASA missions for Saturn may be indicated 
by their payloads as follows: 
Earth Satellite Missions 
Unmanned	 4
Scientific:	
-	 - 1.	 jtting telescope (24-hour orbit) I NilIU.	 I 
I	 . LI r I	 I	 - 1
Restriction/Classification Cancelled
LrW 
Applications: 
1. Combined communications and meteorological 
satellite (24-hour orbit) 
Technological: 
•	 1. Engineering test satellite - general 
materials and component tests (recoverable) 
2. Nuclear electric system test satellite 
• (SNAP VIII plus electric propulsion) 
3. Nuclear rocket test satellite 
Manned 
Laboratories: 
1. Semi-permanent (preassembled) 
2. Permanent space station (assembled in orbit) 
Flight tests: 
1. Lunar circumnavigation spacecraft 
2. Lunar landing spacecraft
Staging: 
1.	 Lunar landing spacecraft and supporting 
tankers 
Lunar Missions 
Unmanned 
1. 
Manned
1. 
2.
Lunar landing spacecraft 
Circumnavigation and reentry spacecraft 
(preceded by unmanned flights of this vehicle) 
Landing and return spacecraft (assembled in 
orbit)
-2-
Planetary and Other Missions 
Unmanned 
•	 1.	 Orbiting spacecraft 
2. Landing spacecraft 
3. Solar probe 
Priorities of NASA Missions: 
-	 Development of a NASA program necessarily implies an assign- 
ment of priorities to the above listed missions. Many factors 
must be considered in arriving at a priority list, such as: 
1. Desirability of mission 
a. Scientific 
b. Psychopolitiáal 
2.	 Suitability of mission to evolutionary development of 
vehicle and spacecraft. 
•	 3.	 Engineering feasibility 
.	 Cost 
5. Timing and lead times 
6. Need for Saturn as opposed to lesser vehicle 
These-factors have been evaluated only qualitatively in 
arriving at the following priority list. This listing should 
be interpreted to indicate generally the order in which NASA 
might undertake to develop the equipment required for the indi-
cated Saturn missions, budget permitting. 
Group I 
1.
2. 
Group II 
1. 
2.
Manned lunar circumnavigation 
Unmanned lunar landing 
Planetary orbiter 
Planetary landing 
--
ti'nTIpnr1JIwLr-
- _IT!II!!..t 
3.	 Communication and meteorological satellite 
LI. .	 Nuclear rocket. test 
5. Manned laboratory (semi-permanent) 
6. Manned lunar landing 
a.	 Spacecraft and tankers 
7. Solar probe 
Group III
1. Nuclear electric test satellite 
2. Engineering test satellite 
3. Orbiting telescope 
tL	 Permanent space station 
The Group I missions are considered to have top priority within 
NASA. Manned lunar circumnavigation represents the next logical 
milestone of manned space flight and a natural prelude to manned 
lunar landing. The unmanned lunar landing is not only of great 
scientific interest but plays a vital role in the development of 
manned lunar landings. Although the Centaur should be quite use-
ful on this mission, careful exploration of a landing area by a 
mobile vehiôle will require the Saturn.	 - 
The scientific experiments involved in the landing mission 
include:
1. Local lunar topography 
2. Lunar mapping and cartography 
3. Seismic investigations 
LI. .	 Magnetic field measurements 
5. Lunar tides 
6. Surface thermal conductivity 
7. Surface chemical analysis 
8. Atmospheric measurements 
_)4_ 
JJfIDDllIWL
The Group II missions are all important to the nation and 
should all be completed if funding permits. The temptation to 
concentrate on the manned lunar landing at the cost of elimina-
ting the other missions should be rejected. The landing effort 
is so great that the amount it'would benefit by such a step 
would be relatively insignificant compared to the scientific 
and technological loss resulting from such a narrow program. 
The Group III missions can with the exception of the 
telescope and the permanent spade station, be adequately handled 
with theCentaur for the time period under discussion. The 
telescope mission, advocated by the NSF, is currently of small 
interest to NASA. The permanent space station is currently of 
small interest in this time period. 
Description of Missions and Payloads: 
The following pages contain descriptions of nearly all of 
the payloads and missions listed above. The design approach 
does not in all cases represent the current NASA thinking, but 
is sufficiently representative to provide a feel for the problems 
involved.
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TYPICAL NASA SATURN MISSION AND VEHICLE RECUIREMENTS 
1963 1964 1965
Calendar Year 
1966	 1967
	
1968 1969 197'O REMARKS 
Launch Total 1 4 6 7 10 10 14  
MISSIONS 
I.	 Manned Space Flight 
(* manned missions) 
A. Lunar Circumnavigation 
1. Capsule qualification 
a. Low orbit 1 1 Does not specify "m1nirrnim:' 
Saturn-
b. Circumlunar type 111 iii. 1 1 Would require Saturn B-i by 
orbit
- end of series 
2. Manned missions - 
a. Low orbit 1* Does not specify a "minimum" 
b. Circumlunar -* 1 1 Saturn May require Saturn B-i 
(10,000 pounds minimum) 
B. Lunar Landing 
1. Rendezvous experiments 
with tanker & laboratory 1. 1 May require Saturn B-i 
(37,000+ lbs in 300-mi. 
orbit) 
2. Assembly in orbit 111111 111111 May require Saturn C (6o,000 
to 80,000 pounds in 300-mi 
orbit) 
3. Landing K	 X Depart after assembly in orbit. 
Second manned if first succeeds 
C. Orbiting Laboratories - 
1. Semipermanent 1* 1* Saturn B-i preferred. 
II.	 Satellite Applications Does not specify a "Minimum" 
Saturn 
A. Meteorological and Com-
munication satellite 1 1 111
Restriction/Classification 
Cancelled
- -.	 -	 •,	 .,--..	 L 
Typical NASA Saturn Mission and Vehicle Requirements (continued) 
MISSIONS 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 REMARKS 
III. Lunar Exploration (unmanned) Doesbt specify a "minimum" 
•	 -	 - - 'Saturn. 
A. Soft landing 1 1 1 i ni 
IV.	 Planetary Exploration Does not specify a "minimum" 
1 Saturn 
A. Orbit 1 1 
B. Land 1 11 
V.	 Technological	 . •
- May require Saturn B-i 
A. Nuclear rocket, test 1	 1 (30;000 pounds in 300-mi. 
--	 orbit)	 -
Restriction/Classification 
Cancelled
L 
Typical NASA Program Feeding Into Saturn Projects 
	
Program Area	 C 1960	 1961	 1962. 
16 e	 a r 94196 e  
Manned Space Flight 
A Project Mercury 
B Maneuverable capsule 
C Lunar circumnavigation 
1. Technological development 
(Hyperbolic reentry and 
guidance) 
2. Capsule qualification... 
Earth vicinity 
	
Circumlunar	 ________ 
D Lunar landing 
•l. Rendezvous experiments 
2. Landing experiments on 
earth 
3. Assembly in orbit 
E Orbiting Laboratories
A	
.
A 
C C C	 C C C 
S
S 
(Item B contributes) 
(Item C-2 contributes)
S
1 Remarks 
B -Techniques applied 
to lunar and 
rendezvous 
capsules 
C.1- Scale models 
Full scale space-
craft 
Experiments with 
tanker and orbit-
ing laboratory. 
"Land" above 
atmosphere and in 
desert 
Unselected boosters 
S
Restriction/
Classification 
Cancelled
L 
Typical NASA Program Feeding Into Saturn Projects (Cont.)
Calendar Year Program Area,
	 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 196 
II Satellite Applications 
A Meteorology 
1. Preliminary (TIROS)
	 TD 
2. Earth oriented (800 mile)
	 '	 .TAG	 )AAG or C 
3. Earth oriented ('24-häur) 
B Communications  
1. Reflector'	 TD	 AAG 
110 
'I	 2. Repeater	 AAG 
III Lunar Exploration (Unmanned) 
'A	 Orbit '	 A A	 '	 C 
B Land	 V V	 '	 C C C C CC ' S and C
I' 	 68 1969 I	 Remarks 
Share with 
communications 
Go to riidized 
structures	 - -' 
Military program 
primarily 
Select site for 
manned landing 
Good mission for 
Saturn if reli-
ability holds up 
manned effort
Restriction/Classification 
Cancelled
L 
Typical NASA Program FeedingInto Saturn Projects (Cont)
Calendar Year 
Program. Area
	 1960	 1961 . 19.62 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
	
1968 1969 
IV Planetary Exploration
	
.	 .	 . 
A Fly.byL	
.	 (vv)	 V V 
Test 
B Orbit	 CC	 S 
C	 Land	
..	 S 
V Technological Developments,. .... 
A	 Recoverable materials .
	 . . .	 . . 
and components	 .	 .-	 ,.,	 S 
B	 Nuclear electric test
	 . .... . . .	 . 
satellite	 .	 .	 . ..-.. ..	 c-
KEY:	 . 
TD	 =	 Thor Delta	 . ..........,	 . 
A	 = Atlas	 .	 .	 . 
TAG = Thor AGENA
	 ..	 . 
AAG	 =	 Atlas AGENA
	 .	 .. .;	 •. '.... 	 . 
V	 = Vega	 . 
C	 = Centaur	 .	 .. . 
S	 = Saturn	 ... -
-1.IJJE1UPT"
Remarks 
Piggy-back rides 
on early "unloaded" 
Saturns 
Saturn not re-
quired for test 
period
Restriction/
Classification 
Cancelled
 TYPICAL SATURN SPACECRAFT AND PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
Calendar Year 
MISSION
	
11960 1 1961 J 1962 1.1963 1 1964 I 1965 I 1966 1 19671 19681 TOTAL REMARKS 
220 2 plus 1 spare 
115 3 plus 1 spare 
55 2 plus 1 spare 
88 2 plus 1 spare 
165 10 
84 1. plus 1 spare 
105 1 plus 1 spare 
20 220 2 plus 1 spare 
I. On Previous Saturn Schedule 
1. Manned lunar circumnaviga-
tion 
2. Unmanned lunar landing 
3. Planetary orbit 
4. Planetary landing 
5. Communication and Meteoro-
logical satellite 
6. Nuclear rocket test satel-
lite (no reactor costs) 
7. Manned laboratory (semi_I 
H	 permanent) H	 8. Manned lunar landing 
Spacecraft 
Tanker 
9. Solar probe 
Total cost (Millions) 
II. Others 
1. Engineering test satellite 
2. Jupiter probe 
3. Orbiting telescope 
4. "Taxi" for orbiting lab. 
and refueling operations
20 60 80 40 20 
5 10 30 40 20 10 
15 25 10 5 
24 40 16 8 
15 45 60 30 15 
8 16 24 24 8 4 
10 20 30 30 10 5 
20 60 80 40
6	 10	 4	 20	 1 plus 1 spare 
25	 70	 128 146 198 234 155 : 82	 24	 1072 
)Drop doubtful
	
20	 2 plus 1 spare 
	
20	 1 plus 1 spare 
	
40	 1 plus 1 spare 
6o 
Restriction/Classification 
Cancelled
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MISSIONS AND PAYLOADS 
Current thinking of the Department of Defense on its required 
satellite missions and payloads is summarized in the following 
table:
Altitude	 Weight 
N. Mi.	 Lb.	 Time 
COMMUNICATIONS 5600 Polar 500 1960 
• 24 Hr. equ. 1200 1962 
24 hr. equ. 5000 1963 
RECONNAISSANCE 300 3000-5000 1960-62 
• 300 7000-10,000 1962-69 
1000-6000 10,000 1965 
BALLISTIC MISSILE 100-200 5000-10,000 1963 
DESTROYER (SPAD) 300 15,000-25,000 1964-66 
300 35,000-70,000 1966 
SATELLITE 300-500 8000-15,000 1964-66 
INSPECTOR 300-1000 25,000-35,000 1966-67 
1000-24 hr. 40,000-70,000 1968 
ELECTRONIC COUNTER- 150-300 1000-3000 1962-64 
MEASURE SYSTEMS 300-6000 8000-12,000 1964-68 
300-24 hr. 40,000-70,000 1968
Communication capabilities are essentially paced and 'limited by the 
availability of launching vehicles. The 5600 nautical miles polar 
orbit with 500 lbs. payload is based on the ATLAS AGENA vehicle. 
The first 24 hours syncronized equatorial communication satellite 
can be achieved by the ATLAS CENTAUR vehicle with a payload capabil-
ity of 1200 lbs. If and when higher payload in orbit capability 
becomes available, communication mobile video channels, satellite-
to-satellite relay, and finally relay from other satellites such 
as reconnaissance and early warning will become feasible. 
d
12-
W$IlII 
Detailed discussion of the advanced communication satellites and 
of Dyna Soar follows: 
Advanced Communications Satellites 
1.	 Statement of the Problem 
Military communications satellites will require heavier pay-
load capabilities than presently available. Several military 
satellite communications systems are under active development or 
study. The present system planning will culminate in a 24-hour
synchronous orbit communications satellite which would be placed 
at an altitude of 22,300 statute miles above the surface of the 
earth and would be synchronized with the rotation of the earth. 
Three symmetrically spaced satellites would provide world-wide 
communications with the exception of two small areas located at 
the Poles. The requirements on the vehicle which will establish. 
such a satellite system are extremely severe and rigid. The sat-
ellite must not only be lifted into the 22,300 mile equatorial 
orbit, and the orbit changed from 28° to equatorial, but also must 
be accurately positioned in its orbit. Furthermore, the payload 
itself is required to maintain its station with small tolerances 
and in perfect synchronism with the earth. Communications an-
tennas are necessarily of a relatively narrow beamwidth to obtain 
best efficiency, and therefore require accurate pointing, which 
in turn requires accurate attitude stabilization of the satellite. 
Several modes of communications from such a satellite system 
stand out as being highly desirable from a military point of view. 
These may be categorized into communication between ground sta-
tions; communications between satellite and a mobile stations, 
such as airplanes, ships, mobile communication vans, etc.; com-
munications between the satellites themselves, which is neces-
sary for true world-wide coverage; and, possibly, communications 
from the communicat1ons satellite to a reconnaissance satellite 
in a considerably lower orbit. This last mode of operation 
would enable the reconnaissance satellite to relay collected 
intelligence information back to the United States essentially 
instantaneously. 
In the discussion to follow, the capacities for communi-
cations of the various satellite configurations are discussed 
In terms of the number of voice channels or the number of video 
or television channels that they can handle. The system design 
and 'subsequent discussions are based on the building block 
approach ., starting with a repeater in the satellite consisting 
of a basic group of eight rf channels. This concept agrees 
closely with the presently planned system for the first 24-hour 
- 13 - 
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communications satellite, and appears to have considerable 
merit for future systems. If additional channel capability 
is required, more channels (and requisite power supply capa-
bility) may be added. The numbersthat are provided in this 
report are based on information theory and the best estimates 
on weight of communication equipment, stabilization equipment, 
and electrical power conversion equipment which can be made at 
this time. 
A certain amount of fixed equipment of a non-communication 
character is required for any satellite. The additional weight 
of communication equipment required increases as the informa-
tion capacity increases at a rate which is a little less than 
the rate of increase of the electrical power requirement. The 
electrical efficiency of power supply equipment Increases with 
size. For this reason, as can be seen from the weight dis-
tribution figures shown in paragraphs 2, 3 and Li. , a large pay-
load uses weight more efficiently than a small payload and, 
therefore, additional communications capability can be ob-
tained. 
In discussing the military communications capability of 
satellites which may be of interest to the DOD, consideration 
must be given to anti-jam (AJ) protection of the communica-
tions channels. It is believed that an AJ capability must 
be available in any military communications satellite system 
and, for this reason, the AJ capability is considered an 
integral part of any and all payloads discussed herein. The 
AJ protection as discussed in the charts to follow is real-
ized by spread spectrum techniques, where the Information is 
properly coded and transmitted at a relatively low power over 
a very wide rf band. For example, a 30 db AJ protection takes 
a normal rf carrier and spreads Its frequency spectrum 1,000-
fold over the available rf spectrum. At the receiving end, 
this process is reversed and the signal Is recovered from a 
low level spread spectrum into a usable communications channel. 
Paragraphs 2, 3 - and !. Ive a detailed description of the 
estimated communication capability of three different booster 
configurations. Paragraph 5 presents in summary form the 
results of these calculations. The figures given In this 
report should be considered as examples based on the eight 
channel building block concept. Obviously, many different 
combinations are possible. Furthermore, It Is assumed that 
ground station equipment development will keep pace with the 
satellite and booster developments to take full advantage of 
the increased communications capability. 
- 14 -
2.	 Present Concepts for a 24-Hour Communications 
Satellite Utilizing the ATLAS-CENTAUR Booster, 
with a Payload Weight of 1200 Pounds in Orbit 
2.1 Communications Payload 
•	 The communications payload for a 24-hour satellite which 
is presently planned as Project DECREE will consist of a 
1200-pound active repeater satellite. This satellite will 
have the capability of providing communications between points 
on the ground, using 60-foot diameter tracking antenna dishes. 
The satellite will operate at an rf frequency of 21c and 
will contain eight rf repeater channels with a transmitter 
power of one watt each. The satellite will require 280 watts 
of primary power. The satellite, as presently envisioned, 
will be capable of providing 96 channels of voice communi-
cation from ground to ground with 30 db of AJ protection. 
It will not be able to provide a video channel, due to signal-
to-noise limitations. The satellite will not be able to 
provide communications facilities to mobile stations, nor will 
it provide communications between communications satellites, 
nor from the reconnaissance satellite to the communications 
satellite. A summary of the communications capability of the 
DECREE satellite system is given in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Communications Capability 
of the DECREE Satellite System 
Booster: ATLAS CENTAUR 
1200 lbs. in 24-hour orbit Chl_Capacities 
Terminals  
 Voice  iIdeo 
I. Ground to ground	 96	 0 
(60' dish)	 30 db AJ 
II. Satellite to mobile	 0	 0 
(3' dish) 
III. Communications Satellite to
	 0	 0 
Communications Satellite 
IV. Reconnaissance Satellite to 	 0	 0 
Communications Satellite 
- 15 -
2.2 DECREE Satellite Weight Breakdown 
Table II gives an estimate of the weight breakdown for 
the 24-hour satellite for the ATLAS-CENTAUR booster. It is 
to be noted that the communications weight is 38% of the 
total; whereas the antennas, structure, station-keeping, and 
attitude control functions require 62% of the weight. 
TABLE II 
Weight Breakdown for Decree Satellite 
Equipment 
Communications 
Power Supply 
Station-keeping,, attitude 
control, etc. 
Antennas and structure
	
Weight	 (Lbs.)	 of Total 
	
170	 )	 38 
	
280	 ) 
	
560	 62 
190  
	
1200	 100 
2.3 Number -of Vehicles to be Used in an R&D Test 
Program 
At the present stage of planning, seven vehicles are 
proposed for the R&D testing of a 24-hour satellite concept. 
The various vehicles will be fired in an orderly engineering 
manner to test the various aspects of the communications 
satellite system, including placement into orbit, station-
keeping, attitude control, oriented power supply capability 
and reliability of the communications package, It Is clear, 
of course, that in order to provide an operational system, 
three satellites have to be stationed into specific locations, 
which requires additional vehicles beond those quoted here 
for R&D testing of single satellites alone. 
2.4 Launch Schedule 
The launch scheduling depends primarily on the avail- 
ability of the CENTAUR vehicle. Present plans call for the 
first flight test In September 1962, one launch every two 
months thereafter and completion of test in September 1963. 
I
MTOIE
2.5 Cost Estimate 
Total cost for the DECREE program as presently planned, 
including the procurement and launching of seven ATLAS-
CENTAUR vehicles, is estimated as $90,000,000. 
3.	 Saturn Bi 3-stage Vehicle Communications Satellite 
Capabilities 
It is anticipated that the Saturn Bl 3-stage vehicle can 
place 5200 pounds into a 24-hour synchronous orbit. The com-
munications system described belOw is based on this weight 
estimate. The satellite for this system could contain eight 
rf channels operating at 8 kmc with a power output of 100 watts 
each. It will require approximately 8000 watts of primary 
power for the communications system. This system can provide 
communications between points on the ground using 60-foot 
diameter fixed antenna dishes. In this mode of operation, it 
can provide 960 voice channels with ko db AJ protection, or 
an alternate configuration can provide eight video channels 
from ground to ground. Otherwise, the system could provide 
96 voice channels with 30 db AJ protection in a satellite to 
mobile station operation. The mobile station is assumed to 
have a 2-foot dish which must track the satellite. An alter-
nate configuration would be eight video channels from the 
satellite to the mobile station. This system can provide 
communications between two communications satellites of 96 
voice, channels with 30 db AJ protection or eight video chan-
nels. It is to be noted here that the allocation of the 
channels between ground to communications satellite and 
between communications satellite and communications satel-
lite depends upon the system user. The figures given refer 
solely to the capability of the active repeater in the satel-
lite. This system will not provide a capability for communi-
cating from a reconnaissance satellite to the communications 
satellite. The radio frequency of 8 kmc has been chosen as 
an advance over the 2 kmc which will be used in the ATLAS-
CENTAUR configuration. There are important advantages in 
using higher frequency, and at the time scale of development, 
the component requirements for operating of 8 kmc can expect 
to be available. Table III gives a summary of the communi-
cations capabilities of this system. 
- 17 -
TABLE III 
Communications Capability of Saturn Bi Satellite 
System - 5200 Lbs. in 24-Hour Orbit 
Terminals	 Channel Capacities 
	
Voice	 Video 
I. Ground to ground 	 960	 8 (60 1 dish)	 40 db AJ 
II. Satellite to mobile 
(2' dish) 
111. Communications Satellite 
to Communications Satellite 
IV. Reconnaissance Satellite to 
Communications Satellite 
96	 8 
30 db AJ 
96	 8 
30 db AJ
0
3.2 Weight Breakdown of the Communications Package 
for the Saturn Bl 3-stage Vehicle 
The communications portion consisting of the electronics 
required for the active repeater functions are estimated to 
weigh 1200 pounds. The electrical power supply required to 
drive this system can be obtained from 1500 pounds. Station-
keeping, attitude control, etc., require approximately 2000 
pounds, since the attitude control is particular must be 
relatively accurate for optimum utilization of the narrow 
beamwidth of the communications antennas. The antennas and 
the remainder of the satellite structure is estimated to weigh 
500 pounds. Table IV gives a summary of this weight break-
down.
- 18 - 
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TABLE TV 
Weight Breakdown for Saturn Bi Satellite 
Equipment	 Weight (Lbs.) 
Communications	 1200 
Power Supply	 1500 
Station-keeping, attitude
	 2000
control, etc. 
Antennas and structure 	 500 
Total
of Total 
52 
48 
8 rf channels © 8 kmc 
100 watts each 
8000 watts primary power 
3.3 Required Launch Vehicles 
It is estimated that not less than four satellite payloads 
in orbit will be required for successful completion of the R&D 
phase. The total number of launch vehicles will depend on the 
reliability of booster and upper stages. 
3,4 Launch Schedule 
Satellite and communications payloads can be made avail-
able by mid-1963. Launching should be scheduled at a rate of 
one firing every two months. 
3.5 Cost Estimate 
Cost for development and fabrication of eight complete 
satellite payloads Is estimated to be $40,000,000. Cost for 
procurement of vehicles and launch cost are not Included. 
- 4.	 Saturn B2 4-stage Vehicle - 7800 Pounds in a 24-Hour 
Orbit 
4.1 Communications Capability 
The communications capability of this system Is enhanced
primarily by the additional weight which allows additional 
rf power, more redundancy and some additional capability, 
primarily in the reconnaissance satellite to communications 
satellite area. The satellite communications package consists 
of ten rf channels operating at 8 kmc and two rf channels 
operating at 12 kmc. The transmitter power of each channel 
is 100 watts. It will require 12,000 watts of primary power. 
The additional in-orbit weight capability of the 4-stage 
Saturn B1 booster provides the capability to receive informa-
tion from reconnaissance satellites via communications satel-
lite to the ground for an instantaneous relay of the collected 
reconnaissance satellite information. The two rf channels 
operating at 12 kmc are assigned to the relaying of recon-
naissance satellite information. The choice of this frequency 
allows a certain amount of AJ protection, since this frequency 
is attenuated by the atmosphere and therefore provides some 
power advantage over a ground based jamming transmitter. 
This communications system will prOvide ground to ground com-
munication capability, using 60-foot diameter fixed dishes. 
It will provide 1200 voice channels with 40 db AJ protection 
and two video channels. Or it will provide ten video chan-
nels from ground to ground, plus two video channels from 
reconnaissance satellite to the communications satellite. 
In a different mode of operation, the system can provide 
120 voice • channels with 30 db AJ protection from the com-
munications satellite to a mobile station, using a 2-foot 
diameter dish. Or, it may provide ten video channels from 
satellite to mobile station. In addition to either of these 
modes, it can always provide two channels of video informa-
tion. The system can provide communications from communi-
cations satellite to communications satellite of 120 voice 
channels with 30 db AJ protection, plus the two video chan-
nels, or it can provide ten video channels plus the two 
special video channels, using the 12 kmc frequency. The 
system can provide two video channels from a reconnais-
sance satellite to the communications satellite and from 
there to the ground. 
The communications capability here is primarily 
designed to provide the reconnaissance satellite to com-
munications satellite link. For this reason, two special 
rf channels were set aside. However, other distributions 
are possible, but the limited scope of this report does not 
permit to list alternate approaches. It three satellites 
are spaced equidistant in an equatorial orbit around the 
earth, complete world-wide coverage can be obtained, and 
it is toward this goal that such a large number of chan-
nels becomes a true advantage. In a complete global 
- 20 -
communications system using these satellites, all of these 
channels are not available from ground to ground since some 
of them must be used to relay the information from one com-
munications satellite to one of the others for retransinittal 
to a distant ground station not in view of the first satel-
lite. However, to obtain a meaningful comparison, the number 
of channels quoted represent the capability of the active 
satellite repeater, regardless of the channel assignments 
made by the channel user of the system. Table V shows a 
summary of the communications capability. 
TABLE V 
Communications Capability of Saturn B2 Satellite System 
7800 Lbs. in 2L1._Hour Orbit 
Channel Capacities 
Terminals Voice Video 
I.	 Ground to ground 1200 ,( 2* 10 / 2* 
(60'	 dish) 40 db AJ 
II.	 Satellite to mobile 120 / 2* 10 ,% 2* 
(2'	 dish) 30 db AJ 
iii. Communications Satellite 120 / 2* 10 / 2* 
to Communications Satel-
lite 30 db AJ 
IV.
	
Reconnaissance Satellite 
to 
Communications Satellite 2*
10 rf channels @ 8 kmc 
*2 rf channels @ 12 kmc 
100 watts each 
12,000 watts primary power 
4.2 Weight Estimate of the Communications Satellite. 
Table VIshown the weight estimate for the system. 
- 21 - 
TABLE VI 
Weight Breakdown for Saturn B 2 Satellite 
Equipment	 Weight (Lbs,j	 $ of Total 
Communications	 1800	 )	 55 
Power Supply	 2500	 ) 
Station-keeping, attitude	 2500 
control, etc..	 145 
Antennas and structure 	 1000 
Total	 7800	 100 
143 Required Launch Vehicles 
Six complete satellite payloads in orbit will be
required to achieve all R&D objectives. The total number 
of launch vehicles will depend on the reliability of booster 
and upper stages. 
44 Launch Schedule 
Satellite payloads can be made available by early 1964. 
Launching should be scheduled to begin after completion of 
the earlier 5200-pound test phase, at a rate of approximately 
one every two months. 
14.5 Cost Estimate 
Cost 1or development and fabrication of six complete 
satellite payloads is estimated to be $60,000,000. Cost 
for procurement of vehicles and launch cost are not included. 
5. Summary of Communications Capability 
In order to allow a comparative evaluation of the capa-
bilities and advantages of large boosters for communications 
satellite applications, the data discussed in the previous 
paragraphs are summarized, in Table VII. Table VII follows. 
1
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Table VIII represents the respective weights. 
TABLE VIII 
Military Communications Satellites 
24-Hour Orbits 
Components	 ATLAS-CENTAUR 
Weight (Lis.) 
Communications	 170 
Power supply	 280 
Station-keeping,	 560
attitude control, 
etc. 
Antennas and 
structures	 190 
TOTALS	 1200
SATURN B1 
Weight (Lbs.) 
1200 
1500 
2000 
500 
5200'
SATURN B2 
Weight (Lbs.) 
1800 
2500 
2500 
1000 
7800 
It cai:.be"conciudedIfrozn the;dicusionand the summary tables 
that there is a definite need for large boosters for military communi-
cations application. The data in this report should only be consid-
ered as a reasonably realistic estimate of the communications capa-
bilities requirements and weights required for the various communi-
cations satellite systems contemplated. The building block approach 
to the design permits a flexible application of the capabilities of 
each satellite to meet the military needs as they may crystallize 
during the time span required for the design of the system. This 
approach also provides flexibility as to the weight of the payload 
into orbit and furthermore may allow for the possibility of combining 
a communications satellite with other payloads as may 'be desired in 
the future. Also, in an operational system, the larger number of 
similar channels provide redundancy which in turn enhances the 
inherent reliability of such a satellite system. Some of the addi-. 
t.ional weight which can be provided by the larger boosters will be 
used to build inherently more reliable systems of longer useful 
life so that the economics of firing the booster will not be over-
: dowed by the reliability aspects of keeping a communications 
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satellite in operation in orbit. 
The above discussion indicates that even such a large orbital 
payload as 7800 pounds in orbit will not satisfy all of the military 
needs which are reasonably expected for the period under considera-
tion. Whereas the number of voice channels and teletype channels 
appears to be adequate for some time to come, additional require-
ments will develop on world-wide video channels and particularly 
on relay links for Information and command of military satellites 
and space vehicles of d1ffernnt. kinds,:particularly in the area of 
relay of information from reconnaissance and early warning satel-
lites. Employment of large military space stations, and later on 
deep space probes, will require communication and data links which 
would advantageously operate in frequency ranges above 10 lane, 
These very high microwave frequencies will not penetrate the Ion-
ôsphere,. but will allow high gain antennas of reasonable size and 
very long ranges and limited rf power. 
Communications satellites of such capabilities are beyond 
the payload capability of even the Saturn B 1 vehicle. 
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Dyna Soar 
A.	 Integrated listing of possible missions 
1. Global Dyna Soar Military Test System 
2. Interim Weapon System utilizing a maximum 
of DS Test System Hardware. Possible 
missions are 
a. Reconnaissance 
b. Satellite Inspector 
C. Earth-to-orbit transport 
B.	 Description of Missions, Payload, and Development Plan 
1. Dyna Soar Program. The objective of the DS 
program is to exploit military weapon systems operating in 
the hypersonic and orbital flight regimes. The DS Program 
is comprised of three steps, which are scheduled so that 
significant data from the previous step is available prior 
to comitting large amounts of money on a subsequent step. 
The following describes those steps. 
a. Step I. - The objective of Step I is to 
explore the flight regime, demonstrate maneuverability, 
demonstrate controlled landing, and perform testing 
with an approximately 330 ft2 single place hypersonic 
glider. That glider is sized by the 1000# test payload; 
the maximum gross weight will be approximately 101000#. 
The booster will be a modified Titan ICBM and impart 
velocities of 19,500 to 22,000 ft/sec to the glider, 
dependent upon glider loading. The aforementioned 
velocities are less than orbital and as a result, Step I 
will flyon the Atlantic Missile Range only; the glider, 
however, will be designed for reentry from orbit. 
Figure 1 shows the schedule for Step I and subsequent 
steps.
b. Step II. - Step II is subdivided into Step hA 
and Step IIB. Possible application of the Saturn vehicle 
to Dyna Soar are to be found in Step II. 
Step hA. - Step IIA is a military test system 
which represents a logical extension of Step I, previously 
described. Step hA will utilize the same basic glider 
(330 ft2 - 10,000#) as employed in Step I but with a bigger 
booster to provide global and/or orbital capability. The 
objectives of Step hA will be to explore the remainder 
of the flight regime from 22,000 ft/sec to orbital 
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velocities 'and gather data on reentry of the glider from 
various orbits. In addition, military sub-system testing 
will include the testing of multiple reconnaissance 
sensors, rendezvous equipment, etc.; the feasibility of 
various military missions can be confirmed during Step hA. 
As stated earlier, the basic. Step I, 10,000# .glider 
will be employed in Step hA. In order to accomplish 
some of the military testing required and to provide some 
maneuver capability inorbit, additional payload is 
desired. That payload will be carried in a "trailer" 
attached to the glider and' jettisoned prior to reentry.. 
The glider-trailer concept has great flexibility and will 
allow a variety of payloads to be carried for different 
test missions. It is currently estimated that the total 
booster payload for Step hA will be in the range of 
10,000 to 15,000 lbs. (glidr included); the wing area 
will remain at about 330 ft c . The booster, will be fired 
eastward from Cape Canaveral during the R&D program. 
Figure 'I shows the schedule for Step hA; it is to be 
noted that the decision to allocate funds for large scale 
hardware development is not required until after the first 
manned flight of Step I, and that one year is allowed 
between' the last flight of Step I, and the first global 
flight in Step II. Step hA is currently in the planning 
stage; present estimates are that a B launch program, 
over 21 months, provides a logical follow-on to Step I 
The schedule shown in Figure 1 assumes that the Dyna 
Soar will utilize a booster from the National Booster 
Program which is already in development and capable of 
flying the DS glider. The decision lead times shown 
allow for only reorde time on hardware parts. 
Step IIB. - Step IIB is an interim weapons systems 
application of Dyna Soar and is in the study stage. It 
is to utilize most of. the same hardware as Step hA and 
to provide a limited weapons system capability. 'Step IIB 
is shown in Figure 1 as lagging Step hA, from which it 
must draw data. At the present time, no specific applica-. 
tiôns of Dyna Soar habeen chosen but the .three most 
promising' are for reconnaissance, satellite inspection, 
and earth-to-orbit transport. 
The same "glider-trailer" concept of carrying 
additional booster payload (as described above for Step 
Ilk) will be utilized in Step IIB. Though the same basic 
glider 030 ft2 and 10,000#) will be employed, it is 
natural to expect a more serious rearrangement of equip-
ment between the 'glider and trailer than for the test 
- 27 - 
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system hA. In most cases, the glider will be capable 
or approximately a 12-hour mission, if desired. 
The payload requirement for Dyna Soar Step II 
vehicles is estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 lbs. (330 rt2) 
in a polar orbit at approximately 70-150 n. mi. The 
additional payload required for the weapons system over 
the test system is largely required for increased maneu-
verability in orbit in the case of the satellite 
inspector, and partially so in the case of the recon-
naissance and earth-to-orbit transport. The best 
method of providing that maneuverability is still under 
study; however, from the booster stanpoint, the use of 
the last stage tankage and/or engines, or portions thereof, 
is attractive. 
The desired launch requirements for Step IIB are the 
following:
i. Polar orbit. 
ii. As close to 360 0 launch freedom as 
possible (Inspector). 
iii. Operate from a soft site on a peactime basis. 
iv. Launch approximately 1 flight/wk. 
	
V.	 Provide the most economical boost capability 
consistent with previous requirements. 
	
C.	 Step III. - The objective of Step III is to 
provide a fully qualified weapon systems based on Dyna 
Soar technology. Step III is in the study stage at this 
time.
The tentative launch requirements for a Step III 
weapon system are 360 0 azimuth launch, 90 0
 inclination 
orbits, no booster fallout on the continental USA, soft 
launch site, and sustained launch rate. The aforemen-
tioned general requirements for a booster for Step III 
weapors system (together with the current estimation of 
the availability date for the weapons system (see 
Figure i) favor a more sophisticated Recoverable Booster 
Support System (RBss)). Although continuing studies will 
consider all applicable boosters in the National Booster 
Program,it is currently felt that Dyna Soar Step III 
weapons systems may not be adaptable to Saturn-type 
boosters. 
C. The Effect on Saturn Boosters 
1.	 General Comment 
As stated previously, the possible applications 
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to Dyna Soar are to be found In Step hA and Step IIB. 
It should be specifically understood that the USAF has 
made no decisions relative to the use of Saturn,.or parts 
thereof, relative to other boosters for Step hA and IIB. 
As a part of the USAF Step hA study, a booster study and 
detailed evaluation will be undertaken and will consider 
performance, economy, availability, program interference, 
etc.; . the study and evaluation will be completed in approxim-
ately July 19600 
2. Effect of Dyna Soar Step II Characteristics 
on Saturn. 
a. Payload Capability. - The 330 ft2 wing on the 
glider requires a stronger structure to offset the 
increased bending moment about the booster/glider center 
of gravity; available data indicate that the 3-stage 
120" Saturn is capable of flying a 250 ft 2 glider; this 
capability is not adequate for DS. If the Centaur stage 
is removed, then the reduced moment allows a 2-stage 
Saturn to fly gliders at substantially greater than 
250 ft2
 wing area. Presuming this to be adequate for 
Dyna Soar, the 2-stage Saturns could be employed for -
Step hA only. 
Even though adequate for Step hA, the desirability 
of utilizing the same booster for Steps hA and IIB and 
the desirability of using a portion of a high energy 
third stage to provide maneuverability in orbit tend to 
preclude the choice of 12 upper stages. 
The Saturn configuration with 160'7120" upper 
stages have adequate payload capability, and 200" upper 
stages have more than adequate payload capability. 
b. Use of Upper Stages Alone. - Since the upper 
stages of Saturn are capable of boosting certain Dyna 
Soar configurations s first and second stages alone, 
without the 1.5 x lO°# booster, serious consideration 
must be accorded this possibility. 
The 120" stages are adequate for DS Step I. 
The 160" stages are adequate for Step hA and for 
limited application in Step 113. It is mandatory, 
however, to develop a 160" hydrogen-oxygen stage as a 
second stage (third stage on Saturn); that stage should 
have approximately 80,000 thrust and about 70,000# of 
propellant. With the development of a 150,000 Lox-H2 
engine and a new 160" stage, (substituted for the 
80 0 000 stage), it Is estimated that the 160".2-stage 
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booster with four engines would be fully adequate for 
Step IIB. It is fully recognized that the usual 
Saturn upper stages, ground launched, would require 
a major development program. To balance that cost, 
however, is the'.-high cost of flying hardware if a 
program of one launch/week (Step IIB) is prosecuted. 
It is not known where the break-even point lies; 
current studies will provide the answer by July 1960. 
Many of the same arguments used relative to the 160" 
dia. stages are applicable to the 220" stages. 
However, less modifications are required on the 220" 
version. In'general, the 200" stages will be ade-
quate for both Steps hA and IIB. Because of the 
larger diameter and the combined ability to hold-hydro-
gen better and resist bending moments, the 220" 2-stage 
booster should show even greater advantage over the 
160" 2-stage booster if 150,000 were installed in 
StaII. Answers to break-even points on cost must 
await completion of the study mentioned above. The use 
of 220" stages would, however, occasion additional 
costs due to logistics and facilities problems not 
so serious inthe 160" version. 
3. Reliability and Safety. 
The Saturn configurations would have to have the 
rocket engines man-rated prior to use in Dyna Soar. Man-
rating is still somewhat vague, but involves malfunction 
analysis, testing at engine limits, malfunction detection 
equipment test, etc. The number of flights required prior 
to manned flight cannot be estimated now. 
The winged glider "up front" induces a much higher 
destabilizing moment than normally occurs with conventional 
payloads. These destabilizing moments can be offset by the 
control authority of the rocket engines through artificial 
stability loops. Should an engine, failure or control system 
failure , occur, however, little time is available to escape. 
It is a requirement of a Dyna Soar booster to be equipped 
with static fins such that the booster glider is statically 
stable, affording a much higher safety margin in the event 
of failure. 
Regardless of the presence of fins, during the 
staging operation (first and second stage) there will be a 
short period of time between first stage separation and 
effective thrust control of the Stage II engine. It is 
desired that the time of no control be minimized to reduce 
the divergence between the glider and the upper stages to a 
minimum. Specific consideration should be given to the staging 
problem with a winged glider on various Saturn configurations. 
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4.	 Growth Potential. 
The 12011 version has no great potential for 
Dyna Soar.	 - 
The l60 upper stages could grow by developing 
a 160 hydrogen-oxygen stage and replacing the 120" lengthened 
Centaur with it. The added diameter provides for higher 
stiffness,-shorter moment arm'to e.g., and larger hydrogen. 
capacity.
The growth potential of the 220" version of 
Saturn is large; however, the necessity for that growth 
potential in Dyna Soar is questionable. 
5.	 Schedules 
/	 Figure;l presents the schedules of Dyna Soar Step I, 
II, and III. The Step hA schedule calls for first flight in 
third quarter of 1-964, just when the Saturn is finishing its 
10-flight R&D program. Additional testing beyond the . 10-
flight R&D program would probably slip the Dyna Soar Global 
flight date to some degree. In general, there is a compata-
bility between the Saturn and Dyna Soar schedules. 
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